Letter of Sponsorship Interest, Rural School Psychology Trainee

I am expressing [Insert BOCES Name] interest in sponsoring, [Insert Sponsored Trainee’s Name], as a trainee in the School Psychology Rural Hybrid Program at the University of Denver to address the urgent need for school based mental health services in rural Colorado communities.

[Insert Sponsored Trainee’s Name] has demonstrated exceptional commitment and dedication to serving rural, small rural, and/or frontier school districts in Colorado.

Our BOCES acknowledges the following Rural SP program terms:

- BOCES identify as a rural, small rural, or frontier by the Colorado Department of Education
- BOCES can offer a full-time FTE position to the student upon completion of the program in Spring 2027 for a three-year term
- BOCES are willing and able to provide a comparably paid internship in the student’s third year of the program
- The sponsored individual is committed to serving rural, small rural, and/or frontier school districts and schools in Colorado

We are confident that sponsoring [Insert Sponsored Trainee’s Name] will not only benefit them as individuals but will also address the need for School Psychologists in our rural Colorado communities.

[Your Name]

[Your Title]

[Your BOCES/District]

[Email]

[Phone Number]